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YOUR PARTICIPATION IN PROMOTING THE RESTORED KINGDOM OF ISRAEL
Shalom Beloved COI Member,

The Kingdom of God and your part in it
Since the beginning of Time the contest was on for the control of mankind, nations and territories.
God created man and put the management of His Creation in their hands. The establishment of national
infrastructures was a communal effort requiring the mutual participation of all. Of course, the strongest and most
enterprising took control. Greed and personal interest rather than the Will of the Creator overruled because God
created man with a free will.
Behind all and overruling all, God intended raising a Kingdom based on and conforming to His Will. Rather than
creating an automated following, He would raise a following from free-willed souls who would choose to conform
with His Will in preference to self-gratification.
Similarly, He would leave the structuring and promotion of such His Kingdom to those souls who by free choice
would choose His Will as the foundation of such a Kingdom.
In this way the Israel Empire of David was raised and abundantly blessed by God. Solomon took it even further and
enlarged it to a World Empire - a fact much concealed by academic historians. The national abundance and
prosperity though, led the nation astray and God resultantly dumped the Empire. This would become yet another
Divine Test to sift out citizens for His eventual Universal Kingdom.
From the four corners of the earth where His covenanted nation were exiled, there would eventually arise a nation
who would by individual free choice return to their heritage, choosing to abide by His Will as defined in the Hebrew
Scriptures which would be guarded by the House of Judah (by free choice) throughout Time. This would require the
rededication of the Lost House of Israel (Ten Tribes dumped with the former Solomon Empire) and millions of Jews
from the House of Judah who rejected the Torah and assimilated with the nations over Time and through
persecution by the anti-Torah nations.
This Restoration of Israel underlies the main theme of Scripture. This theme has been contorted by all Torah
rejecting theologies which evolved through the centuries. Resultantly all these faiths, while striving for the 'Kingdom
of God', fail to see the current signs of the formation of this Kingdom in process. And, sadly, even those
reawakening souls to the Torah Call across the world, fail to see the Kingdom taking shape - because they have
been imprisoned by the anti-Torah ideologies of the world.
Clearly, those who do unravel it, will in this way qualify as citizens for His Eternal Kingdom, having chosen His Way
through free choice.

Misconceptions about the Kingdom
- that it is a non-material, spiritual Kingdom only;
- that it will be free from legal restriction;
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- that God will arrange all and provide all and citizens simply receive freely and unconditionally;
- that citizens will gain entry without effort or participation in structuring, building or maintaining the infrastructure.
In short - all summarised in the false concept of a spiritual, non-materialistic Kingdom. This results in creating the
stumbling block of no need to participate - simply sit back and receive. Thus visionary organizations like COI and
KOL HATOR (and a host of other promotors who are at the leading edge of building promotions for the formation of
this Kingdom) are paralyzed without funding for even its most basic requirements. It simply manages to gain
onlookers and observers.
On the flip side, the reborn State of Jewish Israel - the only Torah based country in the world - is clearly confirming
and directing the above noted strategy of BUILDING the country in the Promised Land with active labouring, sweat,
blood, tears, effort and great resulting Joy and Pride. News media abound with the great national achievements of
reborn Israel in merely 70 years, coming from and raising from the Death Camps of Hitler.

The Message In All This for You Who Have Read Thus Far
COI Chairman, OvadYah Avrahami, has personally been involved in promoting this Vision for more than 50 years.
He has observed the progress, success and failures of other pioneers of this End Time involvement. The salient
feature is, that the closer they are to the evolving Truth (which proves itself), the less support they receive from
their audience, financially and other. This has been baffling us for years while we kept trying different strategies
without success. Yet, Truth accelerated at an increasing tempo - currently at a staggering rate as the picture takes
self-evident shape. All that lacks are the funds to effectively promote it.

Core Solution Now Revealed
After years of agonizing and delving for the reasons and for solutions, we believe that we have now unravelled it.
And once again, Truth proves that it is contrary to accepted parameters.
- No country or government can rule without funding. They are funded by their citizens and subjects who require
their services and provision of infrastructures. This also applied to King David and Solomon's empires. Even God
has such a 'taxing system' called' Tithing'. Churches, while rejecting Torah as 'legal burdens', use it very effectively.
Herbert Armstrong enforced it on his committed followers and flooded the world with initial Hebraic Restoration
literature in the eighties, of the highest technical quality that he distributed without charge across the earth, printed
on giant size newspaper printers - plus radio and television productions.
- Because the true Restoration vision offers no live congregations because of its world wide spread; its unpopularity
splitting it into scattered individuals and families; and its call and direction back to the House of Judah (which is
impossible to integrate with currently) - all good uninspiring reasons not to be supported.
So, until these scattered individuals come to realize the true and tremendous responsibility that rests on them,
there can be no solution to the stagnation of this greatest of Messages regarding man's part in building the
Kingdom of God.

The Solution
We have come to realize that our audience who are responding to the Call of God and are returning to His Torah
culture, need a realistic anchor of belonging to this End time Vision. They need the awareness and acceptance of
a visible reality which they can be part of and support. But how do we provide for such when the COI Vision is as
yet a mere dream – a “Pie in the Sky”?
The solution lies in just that: to i.e. visualise this Pie in the Sky, this Dream, as a reality. We need to see it as a
Cloud, an information storage Cloud as we have for computers today – an Internet I-Cloud – the ‘I’ in this case
referring to ‘me’ – the person who benefits from it and who utilizes its information storage facilities. This I-Cloud,
this Dream is real. It is all around us; we are physically and spiritually part of it. We build it by searching through its
facilities and benefiting from its sources of knowledge, revelation and experience, adding our own new findings,
revelations and experiences. We see it growing into reality as we follow it: A Great Massive Coud encompassing
the earth. While we move forwards to its practical realization and fulfilment, it is reminiscent of that “Cloud that led
ancient Israel out of Egypt, leading from the front by day and as a Pillar of Fire by night, guarding and protecting us.
As such it is very real and should therefore be worthy of our support to make it grow and in preparation for the
physical Kingdom that will be established when we reach fulfilment in the Promised land, when Mashiach ben
David comes to rule as the God of the Universe!
Is that Cloud in the Sky not worthy of the support by its followers? – in order to make that Dream come true? God
forbid that we neglect to take care of and advance it amongst its re-awakening masses in exile! THIS is what it is all
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about. This is our duty and our responsibility that we owe Him Who is making our return and the realization of this
Dream available to us. God forbid that we turn our backs on Yosef the reconciler!
The problem in not recognizing the Scriptural solution lies in the general misinterpretation of Yosef as being the
Provider in his metaphorical capacity as representing the Lost Ten Tribes. We have now discovered the subtle but
revolutionary difference. It is NOT the Ten Tribes who are going to facilitate the Restoration and Return of Israel they are in need of the Restoration themselves. It is those souls visualize this Cloud – this I-Cloud, those who
stand up and come forward to assist in facilitating the materializing, i.e. Yosef the Reconciliator, who should offer
themselves to also be Yosef the Provider.
Who and where is this Yosef today?

YOSEF THE FAMILY RECONCILER
The Chairman, the CEO of the House of Judah and myself (CEO House of Ephraim) have been pondering... This
evolved into captivating discussions, on the 'mysterious role of Yosef' in Egypt. Not much have been revealed on
this cryptic topic, and with all due respect, everybody else was waiting for somebody else as to whom must initiate
this unsolved riddle… Having said that, let’s start with the fundamental principle as to who Yosef actually is.

Who is Yosef?
Yosef is generally and commonly regarded in Scriptural interpretation as representing the Lost Ten Tribes of Israel
from the ancient House of Israel. Here are but a 'few' foundational typologies between Yosef and the Ten Tribes
which underlie this line of interpretation:









Yosef was in Egypt for many years.
Yosef was unrecognisable by his brother Judah, in dress, stature and culture.
Yosef adopted an Egyptian name.
Yosef took an Egyptian wife and two sons were born from her - Ephraim and Menassah.
Every Shabbat these two boys are unconditionally blessed through Jewish liturgy when the father of the
house blesses his children.
It was prophesied that Ephraim (those of the Lost Tribes of Israel) would become a multitude of nations ➡
YOU!
You are a 'Yosef' among the nations, an undeniable fact.
Finally, Yosef woke up in prison but slept the same night in a palace ordained to become a Provider!

Yosef the Reconciliator
The COI Vision outlines and promotes the Prophetic Promise of restoration of the 2,700-year division between the
House of Israel and the House of Judah. As mentioned above the leadership of COI were forced into re-thinking
the true metaphoric interpretation of Yosef.

Yosef the Provider
The core reason, generally misinterpreted, as to why Yosef was taken into Egypt, defies description. The very
reason as to why God expelled him from his family, land and nation was to become the 'sole Provider' for his
bothers and the nation of Israel.
Yosef was the Provider for his brothers during a massive famine, and this 'Provider role' then led to the eventual
restoration of the Twelve Tribed Family. It is not the other way around, the epicentre of this remarkable restoration
process hinges on the fact that Yosef provided. His brothers were in dire straits, they needed food to survive and
God made him the Provider.

Bringing It All Together
Even the Kingdom of God requires financing – like any government on earth. Just like the blessed Kingdoms of
David and Solomon. These thrived on the taxes levied on the surrounding nations that benefited from affiliation with
the Kingdom of Israel. God has such a ‘taxing’ system, as defined in Torah, i.e. 'Tithing'. The nation of Israel and
the nations brought their Tithes and offerings to the Temple in Jerusalem. The missing Temple treasures are
valued at billions of dollars. By misinterpreting the Yosef metaphor, the financing of the Dream Cloud in the Sky
(which is all we have of the Kingdom of Israel today) is failing totally. The true I-Cloud goes totally unfunded and
cannot prosper. Advance of the True Kingdom Restoration Message is totally stagnant and dependant on the
desperate attempts by individual pioneers to promote it in the world.
A main feature of this metaphorical Key to unlocking the main Prophecy of Scripture, which is all about the Final
Redemption of God's people, is the fact that Yosef was not recognized by his brothers while he recognized them.
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Herein lays the clue that should unlock the successful final End Time Climax of the Ages: the Restoration of the
reunited Twelve Tribed Kingdom of the God of Israel. This resolving clue is concealed by the mystery about the
identity of Yosef, the Restoration PROVIDOR of the Family. Until this Yosef the Providor figure is identified and
restored, the successful materializing of the Kingdom will be retarded
Just as in the Biblical episode, 'Yosef the restoring Reconciliator and Provider', is not recognized by any of his
brothers. So, in order for the House of Judah to identify and recognize 'Yosef' today, we need to realize who and
what 'Yosef' fundamentally stands for. Does Yosef today follow the exact restoration-process typologies of Yosef in
Egypt? Remember, none of his brothers recognized him. Thus, these brothers cannot be regarded as part of the
metaphorical 'Yosef' who, according to popular interpretation, represents the 'House of Lost Ten Israel'. 'The real
'Yosef' must therefore represent something else. The clue lies in 'Yosef the Provider and the Restorer'. Note that
Yosef was first the Provider and only afterwards and resultantly, the Restoration of the Family flowed out of the
providing-process.
So, where is this real metaphorical 'Yosef' to be found today? Who are the restorers of the Israel Family of God
today? Who are providing for the promoting and working for Restoration of the two divided Houses of Israel?
Organizations such as COI and KHT, represented by individuals from both the Houses of Judah and Ephraim (Ten
Israel). Those who are acquainted with the reality of the world-wide reawakening and fulfilment of the Prophetic
Scriptures in this regard. And these are from both Houses, Jews and Ephraimites.
It was in Provision for the Restoration that Yosef excelled. His brothers, ignorant of his reconciliatory endeavours,
were 'fully dependant' on him, Judah had no means to provide for themselves, in fact they fled a massive
starvation. The Restoration depended solely on Yosef’s Provision. The brothers had no intention, inclination or
ability to finance or support a Family Reconciliation. Think about the House of Judah’s Rabbis today, fully
submerged in the Scriptures and solely depend on their brothers (Ephraimites) to carry them.
Thus, the same responsibility of Provision should apply today to those who are involved in this greatest of
Restorations of which most are not aware of, neither have any interest in. Here I am talking to my Ephraimite
brothers, you are the Yoseps who, according to Scripture, must Provide and Restore.
The onus for financing such a Restoration thus falls on us Ephraimites who are aware - like COI associates and
workers. Without such Provision there can be no Restoration. We simply cannot undo God’s patterns, plans and
prophetic utterances. Those 'unidentified Lost Israelites' who in fact generally oppose Reconciliation with the House
of Judah, cannot be expected to promote and fund such restoration. It requires effective and efficient promotion of
knowledge and information (the I-Cloud) to achieve coordinated restoration across a divide of 2,700 years of
destructive family dispute.
Beloved listen carefully, God is NOT going to provide a magical reconciliation. Making Peace between each other
is the onus of the disputants - and these are so deeply divided that they have no intention to put any effort into
reconciliation. It requires a 'Yosef' - a Provider, a Reconciliator, a Restorer - the means and the vehicle to achieve
the goals. COI provides such an opportunity (an ‘I-Cloud’- you) to become potential peace promotors in the Family
of the God of Israel – for the establishment of His Kingdom.
COI provides in-depth knowledge and facilities to those who wish to become involved in this great End Time
Phenomenon - the Final Redemption and preparation for the establishment of the Universal Kingdom of the God of
Creation. 'COI cannot achieve this monumental goal without the assistance of a zealous and inspired 'Yosefs'.
Will you consider to present yourself for this task? If you have been called and enlightened to this blessed
Divine Purpose, then you owe it to Him. Please consider prayerfully to sow your tithe or at least a portion
of your tithe as an active Provider by deed and action, so that COI’s Restoration work can proceed and
expand. Please sign-up and become part of that I-Cloud.
Herewith COI’s PayPal banking details at PayPal where you can pay with a Credit Card as well or direct via your
PayPal account: coi@htg.za.com
Looking forward to participating with you in this End Time Exodus which pre-empts the establishment of His
Universal Kingdom.

Prof (Dr) WA Liebenberg
COI: House of Israel
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